North Pole Quilt
Designed and made by Sally Ablett
Size: 32” x 32”
Block Size: 10½” x 10½”

DESIGN 1

DESIGN 2

DESIGN 3

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS (North Pole Collection)

DESIGN 1
Fabric 1:
Fabric 2:
Fabric 3:
Fabric 4:
Fabric 5:
Fabric 6:
Wadding

1 row - C11.1 (Santa Squares on snow)
fat¼ - C12.3 (North Pole compass on festive red)
fat¼ - C13.2 (Santa map on parchment)
fat¼ - C14.1 (Vintage Santa on icy silver)
fat¼ - C15.1 (Excited elf footprints on snow)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB111 (Indigo)
and backing: 36" x 36"

DESIGN 2
Fabric 1:
Fabric 2:
Fabric 3:
Fabric 4:
Fabric 5:
Fabric 6:
Wadding

1 row - C11.3 (Santa squares on festive red)
fat¼ - C12.1 (North Pole compass on icy blue)
fat¼ - C13.1 (Santa map on snow)
fat¼ - C14.3 (Vintage Santa on festive red)
fat¼ - C15.2 (Excited elf footprints on icy silver)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB99 (Baby blue)
and backing: 36" x 36"

DESIGN 3
Fabric 1:
Fabric 2:
Fabric 3:
Fabric 4:
Fabric 5:
Fabric 6:
Wadding

1 row - C11.2 (Santa squares on parchment)
fat¼ - C12.2 (North Pole compass on elf green)
fat¼ - C13.3 (Santa map on dark silver)
fat¼ - C14.2 (Vintage Santa on icy blue)
fat¼ - C15.3 (Excited elf footprints on festive red)
⅜yd - 40cm - BB94 (Light grey)
and backing: 36" x 36"

CUTTING
Use ¼" seam allowance throughout. Press all seams open unless otherwise noted.

18 x 4⅞"
18 x 4⅞"
18 x 4⅞"
18 x 4⅞"

1. From fabric 1 cut:
9 x 4½” x 4½"
2. From fabric 2 cut:
x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally
3. From fabric 3 cut:
x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally
4. From fabric 4 cut:
x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally
5. From fabric 5 cut:
x 4⅞" cut in half diagonally
6. From fabric 6 cut:
2 x 1½" x 36½"
2 x 1½" x 38½"

once
once
once
once

MAKING UP THE BLOCKS
DESIGN 1

DESIGN 2

DESIGN 3

Block 1

Block 1

Block 1

Block 2

Block 2

Block 2

Both blocks are made up the same way, the red and white fabrics are swapped between blocks 1
and 2
Referring to the diagrams, lay out the fabric pieces for each of the blocks
You need to start out, by joining the triangular fabric pieces together in pairs to make a square
Once you have joined together all of the triangles, lay out the squares as in the block diagram
Sew the squares together in rows and then sew the rows together to complete the block
You will need to make five of block 1, and four of block 2
When all of your blocks are complete, lay out your blocks as in the main diagram
Stitch the blocks together in rows and then sew the rows together to complete the quilt top
Next add the border fabric pieces to either side of the quit top, and then to the top and bottom
Your quilt top is now complete
Sandwich the quilt top, wadding and backing together
Quilt by hand or machine, and add binding made up from the border fabric using your preferred
method
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